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IMPACT OF THE SURFACE ROUGHNESS DESCRIPTION ON THE ELECTRICAL CONTACT RESISTANCE OF OHMIC SWITCHES UNDER LOW ACTUATION FORCES

Fabienne Pennec, David Peyrou, Dimitri Leray, Patrick Pons, Robert Plana and Frédéric Courtade

Abstract – At the present time the insertion of RF MEMS switches into real architecture requires reduced actuation voltage, reduced dimensions and a better control of the electrical and electromechanical behavior that gives more importance to surface effects, their understanding and modeling. The use of such devices needs the development of methods for estimating the contact performances as a function of surface roughness, contact materials and contact topologies. With the increase of computation capabilities the rough surface topography can be implemented in the finite element model but implies long calculation times or even calculation overloading if a high definition of the roughness is desired. To reduce these limitations, assumptions on the micro-geometry are required. This work treats, by use of finite element modeling, the influence of the definition of roughness of contacting switch members on the electrical contact resistance of resistive switches and investigates the error introduced by using a minimal defined AFM sampling interval of 10nm. The present numerical analysis is implemented for switch test structures.

Index Terms – ANSYS11, deterministic, discretization step, electrical contact resistance, finite element method, metal-to-metal contact, RF MEMS switches, roughness.

NOMENCLATURE

- a Microcontact spot radius, nm.
- a_eff Effective contact spot radius, nm.
- \( \ell \) electron mean free path, nm.
- K Knudsen number where \( K = \frac{1}{\alpha_{\text{eff}}} \).
- \( \Gamma(K) \) slowly varying Gamma function of unity order
- \( \Gamma(K) = \frac{2}{\pi} \int_0^\infty e^{-x^2} \text{Sinc} (x) dx \).
- \( \rho \) Electrical contact resistance in ballistic transport or Sharvin’s resistance, \( \Omega \).
- \( \rho_{\text{D}} \) Electrical contact resistance in diffusive transport or Holm’s resistance, \( \Omega \).
- \( \rho_{\text{W}} \) Wexler resistance in quasi-ballistic transport, \( \Omega \).
- \( \rho \) electrical resistivity, \( \text{nf}\Omega\text{m} \).
- \( r_a \) Average roughness, nm.
- \( r_t \) Standard deviation, nm.
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topology can be addressed with a dedicated experimental set up for monitoring test structures. Nevertheless, it is difficult to perform the tests under realistic conditions and in particular to duplicate the switch geometry, the contact geometry and the contact force. Moreover, the fabrication process must be optimized and it may take many months to fabricate a set of switches to test a single candidate contact material or contact bump shape. Finally, this method is costly whereas the results interpretation can prove to be difficult when many physical phenomena appear together (heating, creep, surface contamination…).

About the theoretical models, many assumptions and simplifications are involved. They ignore some or all of the correlation between asperities, implying that asperities are far apart. Moreover, bulk deformation is neglected and plasticity models at the asperities do not consider large deformation theory.

With the increase of computation capabilities, the numerical methods are of great interest. For an elastoplastic material, finite element analysis is well-adapted and is robust enough to consider interaction between asperities as well as bulk deformation. A numerical method using finite elements code is thus selected to describe the roughness of contact surface and perform the mechanical contact study.

To perform this study, the determination of the real contact area is crucial since it allows the electric current to flow and affects the electrical contact resistance value. A precise description of the actual surface topographies to determine the shape or the height distribution of asperities could improve the forecasting of real contact area. This task is the major difficulty for modeling the contact between rough surfaces.

In this work, we analyzed the more complied approach for the description of the rough surface of micro-switches. We concentrate our research efforts on the choice of a scan size and a discretization step limit of the roughness. The goal is to make the contact analysis using a finite element approach without losing information on the complex micro-geometry and interactions between asperities.

The model is implemented on test structures. Finite element contact analysis are thus carried out including the actual topography of contact surfaces with a minimal defined AFM sampling interval of 10nm.

II. METHODOLOGY FOR ROUGHNESS MEASUREMENT

A. Roughness measurement on typical surfaces

Historically three different approaches have been developed to describe the surfaces: a statistical approach, based on a stochastic analysis, a fractal approach using scale-independent fractal parameters and a deterministic one involving the actual surfaces topography [10, 11].

The contact surfaces of devices that are produced by standard technological process are of random nature and can thus be described by a stochastic approach. This approach requires the definition of heights distribution functions and some assumptions on asperities shape.

Greenwood and Williamson [12] have developed the most widely used statistical model. They use the hypothesis that the rough surface is composed of spherical asperities having identical radii of curvature and heights following a Gauss distribution about a mean plane. The model allows us to evaluate the effective contact area and maximal contact pressure of a rough contact. The statistical approach requires a few parameters and is simple to carry out when their determination is immediate. Stochastic models have thus often been preferred to reduce computational times since they refer to a few parameters [12]. Nevertheless the choice of statistical parameters can be conflicting. The roughness measurement consists indeed of signal processing on surface profiles and the measurement data can be interpreted in different manners. Statistical roughness parameters are also strongly dependent on the resolution of the measuring instrument.

Another solution is to use a fractal approach to study the irregular texture of rough contact surfaces. The fractal theory has been highlighted by the mathematician Benoît Mandelbrot. He pointed out the connection between surface roughness and fractal dimension considering the multi-scale nature of surface topography that is not accounted for by the statistical models. In this way, random surface texture is characterized by scale independent fractal parameters. A few authors applied finite element method to the fractal surface [13, 14].

When the distribution of peaks and valleys is not random on the rough surface but deterministic, we use in preference a deterministic approach. Actual heights on the rough surface are captured at discrete points with a measuring instrument and are thus strongly dependent on its resolution. The deterministic approach has the great interest to avoid making assumptions on heights distribution and asperities shape. Moreover the multi-scale nature of the rough surfaces can be taken into account if topographies are captured with a sampling interval small enough to include the finest details. However a deterministic approach can imply a tremendous amount of data if it is selected.

In any case an experimental measurement of the surface topography is required to determine statistical and fractals parameters or actual heights of the surface at discrete points.

Depending on the particular application, a roughness description method and a measuring instrument can be chosen.

B. Surface roughness description under low forces

The choice of a suitable instrument capable to describe the finest details of the rough surfaces involved in the contact of both parts of the micro-switch is primordial [15]. Electrical contact of such devices is generally strongly localized due to the patterning of contact bump under the suspended membrane or directly on the coplanar line. With the typical contact force generated by the device (<150µN), the apparent contact radius is not larger than 250 nm. Since the contacting surface dimensions are often less than 500
nm along one direction, we need an instrument which can measure high frequency roughness. The AFM instrument is well adapted since its sampling interval limit depends on scan size and on the number of data points registered for the sample. For example, an AFM measurement with a scan size of 500 x 500 nm² and containing 512 x 512 data points will give a sampling interval of about 1nm. The choice of the sampling interval is crucial and has to be of nanometer order as contact first occurs on the top of nano-asperities, which deform under the action of the applied load in a predominantly plastic manner. According to Bushan et al. [16], as the load is increased, nano-asperities deform readily and merge in larger micro-asperities with subsequent deformation being elastic or plastic.

Microelectronic thin layer deposition (sputtering, evaporating, electroplating) can be in general characterized by a random surface topography and thus can be described statistically if appropriate asperity distribution functions are chosen or with fractals if appropriate fractal parameters are selected. However for the dimensions of examined surface in a contact of an ohmic micro-switch the random texture is not obvious. Figure 1 shows the topographies, captured by AFM, of the membrane surface and of the signal line with sample dimensions of 500x500nm². Whereas the contact surface of the membrane seems to be random, the contact surface of the line appears to be disturbed by asperities higher than the neighborhood. These observations suggest that these samples have undulations larger than 500nm. It is obvious that the contact between both surfaces will occur through the higher asperities. The estimation of statistical parameters for this sample size is no longer feasible. And thus a deterministic description of the lower contact surface is required.

![Contact surface topographies of the resistive micro-switches captured by AFM](image)

It has to be added that the surface roughness of contact materials will depend on the switching history of the device. A surface which appears initially stochastic will be of deterministic nature as soon as a few repeated cycles are initiated. In fact exploring the domain of very low contact forces requires high attention to surface cleanness. A method often used for cleaning metallic surfaces from contaminating films is called 'Shaltreinigung' and consists of performing some switching cycles under electric load before all measurements [4]. To be closer to the reality, the described rough surfaces have to be thus the altered contact surfaces of the resistive micro-switches.

The use of a deterministic approach is more appropriate in our case. To get accurate results, a study on a certain amount of samples is required.

The deterministic method includes unfortunately some difficulties of an experimental nature and other difficulties due to calculation limits.

Firstly, the contact surfaces in mobile micro-switches are generally of large dimension (of order of 20 µm) compared to the actual contacting region (of order of 500 nm). The AFM technology isn't able to capture the total contact surface with a sampling interval limit of 1nm. The captured windows need to be reduced to limit the number of captured 3D data points. This process requires knowledge of the location of the contacting area, which is practically unfeasible.

Secondly, with a deterministic approach, the representation of real surface topography will demand a high volume of elements to include the micro-roughness. In three dimensional contact problems with elastic-plastic deformations, this involves long times of calculation and memory limitations [17].

The most probable ambiguity is the chosen resolution scale to scan and describe the rough surface topography. The resolution scale is given by the scan size and the number of registered data points by scanned line. A minimal scale has to be defined and the generated error has to be quantified if the finest roughness scales are neglected.

III. INFLUENCE OF THE ROUGHNESS RESOLUTION SCALE IN MECHANICAL CONTACT ANALYSIS

In order to find the appropriate sampling interval for our application, contact models for different contact surfaces of micro-switches were studied. We present in this section the methodology by considering one contact model built in two dimensions to reduce the number of contact elements in the numerical model. We use a partially idealized model which excludes the effect of contaminating film barriers and surface roughness of the contacting member that is pressed against the rough deformable body.

A. Methodology using 2D finite element modeling

The commercial software ANSYS is used to carry out our analyses. It is a standard tool used in industry for finite element analysis, historically well-known in mechanical and thermal problems. ANSYS is able to solve many contact problems (3D models, complex geometries, geometrical or material nonlinearities), with minimum effort from the user and has given good accuracy with reduced calculation times.
An electroplated gold contact surface is captured by AFM on a resistive micro-switch. A 2D profile is then extracted along the discontinuous line illustrated in figure 2. A sampling interval limit of 1 nm is chosen because surface measurement with a smaller interval is ambiguous. The AFM data points are processed with Matlab in order to create a file with z(x,y) coordinates compatible with ANSYS Parametric Design Language (APDL).

A plane stress contact problem is modeled by implementing the key-points imported from the Matlab file in the commercial code ANSYS. The surface is created by joining the successive key-points. In order to evaluate the impact of the finest details on asperities of the 2D profile, other contact models are built including key-points issued from smoothing of the initial profile. The smoothed profile is obtained by processing of the data points of the initial profile with a discretization step of 1 nm: the heights of discrete points belonging to the smoothed profile of degree n result from the height averaged on n consecutive data points of the initial profile. Figure 3 shows an example of the initial profile with two smoothed profiles at degrees 2 and 4. In this way the finest successive levels of roughness are eliminated. The method for smoothing profiles is easy to carry out compared to the use of usual functions of interpolation. It avoids emergence of oscillations when a high degree is defined for the polynomial. Moreover this method proves to be consistent with the final way used to implement the discretized profile in finite elements code (cf column 2 page 6). The final calculation keeps indeed only one point out of n consecutive ones and as a consequence the smoothed profile moves away from the initial profile.

Figure 4(a) illustrates the shapes of the different profiles issued from the initial profile extracted from the AFM capture. A zoom has been carried out in figure 4(b) in order to make the smoothed profiles of smaller degrees visible. The profiles are shifted for clarity.

**B. Principle of the finite element contact analysis**

The finite element analysis is carried out using the structural static analysis of ANSYS11. The model is a rigid-to-flexible contact problem, for which one of the two contact surfaces is considered as rigid. This case is of great interest to reduce the number of elements in the model. The flexible surface material is defined with an equivalent...
Young's modulus [18]. The 2D contact model is thus made of a rigid indentor which is pressed against a 2D flexible block with the overlying rough surface on the top. We define for the flexible material elastic-plastic properties. Yield is introduced and the material behavior is described by a bilinear stress-strain curve. The initial slope of the curve is taken as the equivalent Young's modulus of the material. At the specified yield stress, the curve continues along the second slope defined by the tangential modulus of the material. We present the results obtained with gold material defined in table 1. Gold is often used in contact of micro-electromechanical systems due to its softness and low resistivity, which imply a low contact resistance, its relatively high melting point temperature for a soft material and its resistance to absorption of surface contaminants [3].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Gold material properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Young Modulus $E$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson Ratio $\nu$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield Stress $\sigma_0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangent Modulus $E_t$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The deformable body is built using 2D structural solid elements PLANE183, defined by six nodes having two degrees of freedom at each node: translations in the x and y nodal directions. The element PLANE183 is well suited to modeling irregular meshes and has plasticity, stress stiffening, large deflection and large strain capabilities. Once the geometry is created, it is crucial to define the contact pairs, that is both surfaces that come into contact. The top surface is identified as the "contact" surface, whereas the created surface just touching and over the "contact" surface is defined as the "target". TARGE169 is used to represent the 'target' surface for the associated contact element CONTA172. The contact pair is associated with a set of constant like contact stiffness or penetration tolerance. Contact stiffness factor is very important in the contact analysis and its value has to be high enough with elastic-plastic materials to guarantee good accuracy of the results. Many simulations are thus performed with an increasing contact stiffness factor and the convergence of mechanical contact results is studied. Finally, a value of 50 is selected to run the calculations.

In order to restrict any movement of the base of the solid, the nodes of the base are rigidly constrained from moving. In our approach, a displacement is applied to the indentor causing it to move incrementally downward to flatten the surface asperities. A node is assumed to come into contact when its distance from the plane becomes zero.

The problem is thus displacement-controlled in order to make the contact convergence easier. This displacement is chosen in order that the contact force keeps the same value of 100µN. The displacement is also close to 10nm.

To perform the contact analysis, the combined method based on penalty and Lagrangian methods and called the augmented Lagrangian method is chosen. The post-processing generates the distribution of the contact pressure on the contact surface. An ANSYS command then gives directly the contact length for each 2D element.

C. Results

Once the contact analysis is carried out with ANSYS, the combined contact length is extracted from the post-processing for each top surface profile. The results are presented in figure 5. A gap of 23% is observed between the contact lengths obtained with the initial profile and the smoothed profile at degree 2, whereas this gap is reduced to 6% for the smoothed profiles at degrees 2 and 3.

To give an explanation of these results, some profiles after indentation are illustrated in figure 6. They highlight the emergence of six contact spots, but a zoom on a single contact spot underlines some discontinuities inside the spot issued from the initial profile. These discontinuities are insulating spots, that is of non contact. The smoothing leads to reduction of the number of insulating spots without significant loss on the original size of the contact spot. If the smoothing degree is increased beyond ten, the spot size becomes larger and spots can approach each other and merge.
The ANSYS mechanical contact analysis shows that roughness at a nanometer scale with asperities of height less than 1 nm doesn’t wear off on larger asperities of radius close to 50 nm and under a contact pressure typically generated by micro-switches. The persistence of asperities in indentations during plastic bulk deformation has already been observed by Holm for originally annealed copper [19]. Gregori and Clarke have furthermore noticed that, after a large number of repeated contact events, local asperities are never completely flattened down [20]. It is important to evaluate the influence of the insulating spots on the flow of electrical current and the electrical contact resistance value and quantify the yield error by neglecting the discontinuities generated by the finest roughness scale.

IV. INFLUENCE OF THE ROUGHNESS RESOLUTION SCALE ON THE ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE

A. Error evaluation

In figure 6, the larger contact spots have a contact radius (a) close to the electron mean free path (l_e) in gold (l_e ~ 38 nm). The electron transport through the contact area is thus in part ballistic and in part diffusive or quasi-ballistic [21]. When ballistic electron transport dominates (l_e >> a), the expression of Sharvin’s resistance [22] is applied:

\[ R_{eB} = \frac{4 \rho K}{3 \pi a_{eff}} \]  

(1)

where \( \rho \) is the electric resistivity of contact material, and

\[ K = \frac{l_e}{a_{eff}} \]

where \( a_{eff} \) is the effective radius of contact.

When diffusive electron transport dominates (l_e << a), the constriction resistance [19] is modeled analytically using:

\[ R_{cD} = \frac{\rho}{2a} \]

(2)

Then Wexler [23] interpolates between the ballistic and diffusive electron transport regions:

\[ R_W = R_{eB} + \Gamma(K)R_{cD} \]

(3)

where \( \Gamma(K) \) is a slowly varying Gamma function of unity order [24]. In this particular case, K is close to the unit value and \( \Gamma(K) \) is thus close to 0.5.

Assuming a contact spot of radius 30 nm with 50 insulating spots inside of radius 1 nm, the obtained discrepancy in the Sharvin resistance by neglecting the discontinuities is close to 6% according to the equation (1). The under-evaluation of the value reaches 12.5% with 100 insulating spots and 28.5% with 200 non contact spots.

Considering now the electron transport mode as diffusive, the current flow lines through the mechanical contact area can be modeled through finite element analyses. The commercial multi-physics tool COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS is used to carry out basic DC conductive simulations. An axisymmetric modeling of two gold cylinders forming an ideal circular contact of radius 30 nm is considered and some insulating spots of 1 nm in edge length are successively added inside the spot (figures 7 and 8). Since the model is axisymmetric the insulating spots are in fact insulating rings. Fixed potential boundaries are applied at the circular base surface and at the circular top surface. The electrical resistance is calculated for each case between the two dotted sections that appear white in figure 7.

![Fig. 7. Axisymmetric model built in COMSOL of a 30 nm radius gold contact spot without discontinuities inside the electrical constriction.](image)
Combining the discrepancies obtained with the ballistic transport and the diffusive transport, the maximal error value is close to 5.4% with 50 insulating spots inside, 10% with about a hundred discontinuities and 21% with about 200 non contact spots.

The insulating contact spots have to be less than 100 inside the 30nm radius contact spot to reduce the error to less than 10% when neglecting them in the electron conduction path.

B. Choice of the sampling interval

By considering the number of non contact spots rarely above 100, the choice of a smoothed profile, which keeps the contact spots size but suppresses the discontinuities inside, is well adapted for implementation in the numerical contact model and to obtain electrical contact results with a minor error. According to figure 5 a rough profile which has been smoothed to a degree close to 10 can thus be used to evaluate the electrical contact resistance since the contact spot size is maintained.

The drawback of the profile is the fact that it doesn’t allow the number of degrees of freedom in the model to be reduced. We need in fact a surface profile with a reduced number of key points which define the rough profile and thus reduce the surface contact elements in the finite element model. The solution is to use discretized surface profiles in the 3D contact analysis of micro-switches. When the AFM captures the 3D surface topography, the sample size and the number of data points registered by the scanned line define the sampling interval of the measurement. Then, the data points can be processed using Matlab functions to generate filtered files with various discretization steps, equal or greater than the initial sampling interval. Another 2D contact analysis has thus been carried out with discretized profiles and compared to smoothed profiles. It has been checked that a surface profile with a discretization step of 10nm instead of the initial 1nm step yields essentially the same results as the surface profile smoothed at degree 10, that is smoothed with 10 data points or in this case with a 10nm step. As it can be seen on figure 9, the contact spot size is kept.

Fig. 8. Electric resistance versus the number of added insulating spots.

The rough profile discretized at 10nm can thus be used to evaluate the electrical contact resistance and reduce the number of surface contact elements in a 3D simulation by a factor of 100 compared with a rough profile with a 1 nm cut-off length.

V. IMPLEMENTATION ON MEMS TEST STRUCTURES

A. Choosing a test case

To test the method to perform contact simulation of actual surfaces, the method is implemented on test structures fabricated in the LETI laboratories. The testing devices are composed of a gold bridge suspended above the contact line. A 6µm bump is patterned on the line. The bumps consist of silica glass overlaid with 1µm thickness plated gold. The material contact is thus Au-to-Au.

B. Methodology of contact analysis

Contact models are built between the rough deformable contact bump with a resolution step close to 10nm and a plane and smooth deformable indenter. Contact material is gold as detailed previously in table 1.

The AFM is used to capture three dimensional data points of contact bumps. The AFM instrument stores 512 data points per scanned line and so the resolution step is equal to 11.7nm.

Then using Matlab functions we convert the closed surfaces from a stereo-lithographic format to an ASCII file. We can choose to keep the resolution step from the 3D capture or to filter the files in order to obtain larger steps of roughness definition.
An example of geometry of a finite element mesh for a rough contact bump is illustrated in figure 10 with a discretization step equal to 140nm.

Fig. 10. Geometry of finite element mesh in rough contact bump with the overlying surface generated from data points imported from ASCII file ($R_s=15.2$nm, $R_m=96$ nm).

A first series of finite element analyses is run with the resolution step of the line roughness close to 140nm to detect the effective contact region. The contact force is applied to the top plane surface of the membrane. Figure 11 shows the contact penetration on the contact surface of the bump illustrated in figure 13 for an applied force equal to 100µN. The locations where the penetration is non null are denoted as contact regions.

![Fig. 11. Contact penetration (nm) on the rough contact bump.](image)

One single contact spot appears on the contact surface with an equivalent radius of 189nm. This value is larger than the electron mean free path of gold ($l\approx38$nm). In this case, the electrical contact resistance is due to a diffusive transport of electron through the contact area.

The constriction resistance is modeled analytically using Holm's expression (2) to be evaluated at 58.4mΩ.

The following step consists in reducing the roughness resolution step close to 10nm to get accurate results. However shortening the discretization step leads to a large amount of elements in the contact model. As the effective contact region has been located, the problem can be addressed by defining locally the surface topography around the effective detected contact region. Our objective is to use the smallest step of resolution (11.7nm). This length is very small compared to the sample dimensions (6x6µm²) and thus we reduce its dimensions to 1.5 x 1.5µm², by checking with a larger resolution step that these reductions don’t affect the mechanical contact results.

It can be noticed that a finite element calculation with a sampling interval of 1nm limits the model dimensions to 150x150 nm² for memory limitations reasons. Such simulation involves some discrepancies in bulk deformations and is thus not validated. In addition, dimensions of AFM capture with a sampling interval of 1nm are often limited to 500x500nm². These difficulties require many 3D captures on the contact bump and can be tedious to perform when the contact region is not located in advance.

C. Results and discussion

Figure 12 illustrates the contact pressure distribution obtained with a step of 11.7 nm. The 11.7nm discretization interval allows a reduction of the equivalent contact radius of 36%. Many contact spots emerges on the apparent contact surface and are due to the appearance of asperities on larger asperities when a resolution step close to 10nm is chosen. This case highlights the importance if finer details of roughness are implemented in the contact model on the mechanical contact results.

![Fig. 12. Distribution of the contact pressure (GPa) on the top of the rough contact bump.](image)

Greenwood derived a formula for the constriction resistance of a set of circular spots when the electrodes communicate via the spots with no interface film between them.
The atomic force microscope is used to capture 3D data points of surface topography with a through a cluster of contact spots and increase of the total importance of including fine scale details of the surface contact structures, it must be taken into consideration the actuation voltages. When estimating the resistance of guarantee high performances of DC contact switches with due to the choice of the 12nm discretization step, the value reaches 71.5mΩ.

Contact analyses have been performed on three other rough bumps and have demonstrated that the simulated contact resistances with a 12nm discretization step are found in the 63-72mΩ range.

It is difficult to compare these numerical results with experimental values since many assumptions are made on our contact models. The roughness on the beam and the contaminant films are notably not taken into account.

However stable contact resistance values between 80 and 200 mΩ are measured and listed in the literature with an applied contact force close to 100µN when choosing gold as contact material [3-5]. These experimental values are promising for continuing our research effort on the improvement of the contact modeling based on actual surface topography.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The study of metal-to-metal contact becomes crucial to guarantee high performances of DC contact switches with actuation voltages. When estimating the resistance of contact structures, it must be taken into consideration the importance of including fine scale details of the surface roughness contributing to the limitation of current flow through a cluster of contact spots and increase of the total contact resistance. The atomic force microscope is used to capture 3D data points of surface topography with a sampling interval decreasing to 1nm. This work can be long and tedious when the contact region (10µm radius bump) is large and the effective contacting zone (200 nm radius region) unknown. In addition, the implementation of the roughness with a resolution step of 1nm implies a large number of contact elements and so of calculation time. The definition of elastic-plastic materials in the model implies even an overloading, preventing the calculations to succeed. The need of reducing the number of degrees of freedom in the contact model in order to overcome the technical difficulties leads to the study of the influence of the smallest roughness level on the electrical current conduction. Contact analyses showed that a sampling interval of 10 nm is sufficient if we tolerate an error of ten percent in the electrical contact results.

The method has been implemented on test structures but can’t be actually validated since many assumptions are made. The surface roughness of the beam has been neglected, the contaminating film barriers have not been included in the model and the thermal effects or material transport due to the flow of electric current aren’t taken into account. However the results are promising with respect to the experimental values found in the literature. Other efforts are required in the research on the development of a contact model based on actual surface topography with low forces. The method will be validated with experimental measurement on MEMS test structures for many contact materials. The tool is of great interest for investigating the impact of materials, roughness, technological process of the RF MEMS contact.
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